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ABSTRACT
Art: 1 New Museum and Art Space is an art gallery called the Mon Decor Art Gallery founded by Martha Gunawan in 1983. The Mon Decor Art Gallery's limited space made this gallery moved in 2011 and changed its name to Art: 1 New Museum and Art Space with the hope of becoming a place to showcase the work of artists and carry out various other activities. Nonetheless, the Indonesian people's interest in visiting museums decreases, so the museum needs to improve facilities and services to attract public interest and not compete with other tourist attractions. Consequently, the designer will redesign Interior Art 1: New Museum and Art Space with a more interactive concept for visitors. This study used a descriptive-qualitative method by conducting literature studies, participating-observation, and semi-structured interviews. The observed data will be analyzed and compared with the reference theory using the directed content analysis approach. The research results are an interactive museum concept to attract the broader public with more contemporary concepts, more advanced and sophisticated facilities.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Initially, Art: 1 New Museum and Art Space was an art gallery called the Mon Decor Art Gallery founded by Martha Gunawan in 1983. Mon Decor Art Galleries are located in Plaza Senayan, Wisma Mulia, and Grand Indonesia Shopping Town. Nevertheless, the Mon Decor Art Gallery needed more space to exhibit works of art, so in 2011 Art: 1 New Museum and Art Space were established as a forum for exhibiting the works of artists and carrying out various other activities [1]. However, there is the fact that the interest of Indonesian people to visit museums is decreasing [2]. Therefore, museums need to improve facilities or services in order to attract public interest and not compete with the attractiveness of other tourist attractions [3]. There are several things that can increase the attractiveness of the museum, namely: 1) Increase the visual elements in the interior of the museum so that it becomes an attraction; 2) The museum must keep up with the times (up-to-date) by using a more modern appearance and using more advanced (high-tech) facilities so that the information conveyed in the museum can be well received and provide insight for visitors; 3) The museum must be interactive so that visitors can interact with what is in the museum [4].

Based on preliminary observations, the researcher concluded that Art: 1 New Museum and Art Space has not met these criteria and is not yet in demand. Accordingly, researchers will redesign Art 1: New Museum and Art Space. Art 1: New Museum and Art Space can attract broader public interest with the more up-to-date concept, more advanced facilities, and become an interactive museum. In this study, the area discussed is limited to the art pace area, Galam Zulkifli area, also digital and contemporary exhibition area.

2. THEORETICAL REVIEW

2.1. Museum and Gallery
The museum is a non-profit permanent business entity, serving the community and its development, with an open nature by collecting, conserving, researching, communicating, and exhibiting real objects to the public for the study's needs, education, and pleasure [5]. In contrast, the gallery can accommodate visual communication activities in a room between a collector or artist and the broader community through exhibition activities [6].

2.2. Interactive Design
The museum's primary function is to carry out research, conservation or preservation, and communication as an aspect of mediation with the community. The communication in question includes disseminating research results in the form of knowledge relating to how good communication is in an exhibition system in a museum so that errors do not occur when presenting an information material [7]. Thus, we need an interactive design concept to
design a space that can communicate and interact with users of the space.

2.3. Exhibition Area

The exhibition area is a forum for activities carried out by users in the museum, which functions as the main element of visualization, space as a program, space as a layout arrangement in a museum [8]. The exhibition area also functions to display collectibles or merchandise. Exhibition activities have a function to arouse art appreciation in society and as a medium of communication between artists and audiences. Exhibition activities are a means of fostering a public appreciation of art. The form of appreciation consists of creative appreciation and affective appreciation [9].

3. METHOD

3.1. Research Methodology

This research uses a descriptive-qualitative method with the results of this study: descriptive data, pictures, and not numbers caused by the application of quantitative methods [10] [11]. Data collection methods used were literature study, participated-observation, and semi-structured interviews with staff and visitors at Art: 1 New Museum and Art Space. The observed data will be analyzed and compared with the reference theory using the directed content analysis approach [10]. This study’s output is an interactive design concept that is following the image of Art: 1 New Museum and Art Space.

4. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS

Art: 1 New Museum and Art Space, previously known as Mon Décor Gallery (1983), is a pioneer in the art gallery business in Jakarta. In 2011 Mon Décor Gallery was relocated to a more comprehensive exhibition space in Kemayoran called Art: 1. Nevertheless, based on the researchers’ observations, it was concluded that Art: 1 is less attractive to the broader community. Consequently, the researcher will redesign Art: 1 New Museum and Art Space with the concept of Modern Contemporary in Harmony with an interactive design approach.

The researcher applies the Modern design concept because it adapts to the image of Art: 1. Besides, this modern concept also aims to make the interior of Art: 1 simpler so that visitors can focus more on the artworks displayed in museums and art spaces without being distracted by interior collections, including Old Masters Indonesia, Euro Indo, Modern Masters, and Contemporary Indonesian Collections. In 2011 Mon Décor Gallery reinvented its original art gallery concept and expanded into a private museum, art space, and art institute to support Indonesia’s art infrastructure and to showcase the Mon Décor Gallery collection over the past thirty years. A relocation accompanied this shift to a larger and more complete exhibition space in Kemayoran called Art: 1. This 4,000 square meter building offers products and services dedicated to art, art development, and activities for Indonesian art students, art audiences, and the art market.
ornaments that are more focal points than artwork. The contemporary style that is applied has connoted being up-to-date, marked by design changes that always adjust to the time and era. Changes in shape will accompany design changes, appearance, type of material, and technology used. The concept of harmony in this design means that this design concept means a unit where all the elements are complementary and continuous to produce a balanced composition.

On the first floor of art space area, there is the main lobby which contains a reception counter, waiting area, book collections area, and an exhibition area for works by Agusto De Sa, Pure Evil, and Noel John Harnden. The design concept looks modern, dominated by white and gray with red accents on the waiting area chairs on this floor. The interactive design concept applied is the use of vending machines and book collections designed with self-service. By applying this concept, the interior space indirectly creates interaction with visitors.

The second floor serves as a public exhibition area, an exhibition area for Balinese artists, and a digital and contemporary exhibition area. The concept in the second-floor exhibition area is similar to the concept on the first floor. The dominant color on this floor is white to focus more on the existing artwork in the museum and not be distracted by the elements or colors of the museum's interior design. The floor uses exposed concrete, and the ceiling is semi-exposed with suspended ceilings.

In the middle of the room, there is a semi-transparent partition made of iron pipe material. This partition serves as a room divider to direct the circulation of visitors, but the room does not feel cramped because of the partition in the middle of the room. There are several interactive design concepts on this floor, specifically the use of interactive wall lights. The lights on the walls of the exhibition area will light up when a visitor passes. When the light is on, visitors will hear a voice that explains the work that the visitor is seeing. This concept can make the room's atmosphere more extraordinary with the interaction between the interior and visitors.
Aside from the public exhibition area, there are also digital and contemporary exhibition spaces on the second floor. This space exhibits contemporary paintings, an exhibition of digital artworks, and a space to exhibit the most recent installation work in Art: 1, namely Beetle Sphere. This room is designed in a circular shape to aim that the visitor's circulation is directed and follows the storyline. The researcher provides several concrete balls in the exhibition area, intending to be a place to sit for visitors who want to observe works for a longer time. In contrast, the digital exhibition area is an area to exhibit digital artwork. To exhibit digital works, researchers provide led monitors so that the artwork can change as needed. Researchers also designed the panels in this room equipped with indirect light. This indirect light's color and temperature can change according to the mood and impression produced from the artwork.

The design concept on the third floor is the same as on the first and second floors. Where the white color and exposed concrete floor are dominant. The third floor's main attraction is Area Intip Karya (the peephole area). Visitors can peek at the artwork (painting) behind the walls, thereby creating an interaction between interior design and visitors. In area intip karya, he researcher chose Shingo Okazaki's artwork because it has a deep meaning about life. Consequently, the researcher considers Shingo Okazaki's work suitable to be placed in Area Intip Karya because it follows humans' psychological facts who like to "peek" about life. On the wall, the researchers designed wooden blocks arranged in an up and down pattern. The philosophy is related to Shingo Okazaki's works, where human life is always dynamic, sometimes up, sometimes down. Then, at each end of these blocks, an indirect lamp is given with the philosophy that there is always a "light" that will make humans rise again at every lowest point in human life.

Besides Area Intip Karya, there is also a public exhibition area where the exhibition area is equipped with an interactive TV. This interactive TV serves to provide information about the name of the artworks, the type of artworks, the history of the artworks, the artist, the price of the painting, and various information needed by visitors regarding the artwork on display. Therefore, visitors will get detailed information about the artwork on display as study material, knowledge, and consideration for buying artwork.
depending on the lighting technique given, such as general lighting, no lighting (darkened), or using ultraviolet light. Because it takes 5-10 minutes to enjoy the artwork, the researcher provides several bean bags as seats for visitors. Researchers also provide floor specifications using soft synthetic grass covered with white carpet. Hence, visitors can enjoy the work more comfortably, and the information conveyed by the work can be entirely accepted.

Figure 11 Galam Zulkifli area on the third floor
Source: Authors, 2020

5. CONCLUSIONS

Based on the analysis, the researcher concluded that in the existing conditions, Art: 1 New Museum and Art Space was still less attractive to the broader community because the initial design concept was less up-to-date and interactive with visitors. Consequently, the researcher designed a modern contemporary in harmony concept. The modern concept choice aims to make the interior of Art: 1 look simple with geometric shapes and a monochromatic color scheme. The goal is that visitors can focus on the artwork without being distracted by complex interior elements. The designer uses an interactive design approach to create interaction between interior rooms and visitors to give visitors a separate space and experience. The interactive design elements that are applied include the self-service concept on the vending machine and book collection - the interactive wall light concept on the second floor, the concept of the indirect lamp, which changes according to the mood of the painting in the digital and contemporary exhibition area, the peep work concept, the use of interactive TV on the third floor, and lastly is the use of bean bags to enjoy the artwork in the Galam Zulkifli area. Therefore, the application of interactive design concepts in designing Art: 1 can increase visitor enthusiasm so that all information conveyed can be well received by visitors.
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